HOW PRAYER WORKS

Prayer is one of the most sublime and natural acts of humankind. It centers us and comforts our sense of trials or needs in the everyday happenings of life. The act of prayer brings immediate hope. Prayer creates inspiration, brings peace upon us and opens our intuitive self. It establishes a communion that seems to bridge Earth and the heaven realms, time and space, our mind and the mind of God or minds of advanced guides and angel people. From this communion responsive and powerful changes can manifest in us personally and within our communities.

In times of crisis or decision or exalted thankfulness, our communion through mental or vocal prayer with God and our guiding angel people is subconscious, intuitive and deeply rooted in the fabric of our higher brain functions. Prayer triggers special neural patterns within our brains and its embedded cortex glands—pineal and pituitary and the pleasure systems. Prayer brings us into a state of mind that is rich with the same pleasurable and essential brain chemistries that accompany sleep, spirit-phrase recitation, meditation, walking in nature, or selfless service or sharing a meal with good supportive friends.

Yet, the act of prayer is more than a spiritual quieting or plea or communication of gratitude. It is in reality a telepathic attempt to reach with our minds to the minds of the angel people in the subtle but very real planes of astral existence, or even beyond to the souls and God of the causal universe. It is a telepathic conversation. Yet, we know in psi studies done in university paranormal research telepathic projection is very difficult to achieve. It manifests in individuals with extraordinary powers of mental will and psychic focus and visualization capacity. Even then, telepathic communication does not rise to a level of meaningful, consistent exchange.

We also know that many people experience a sense of doubt or failure in personal prayer—that they are not pure enough or spiritually committed enough or in the right environment to feel their prayer has been heard. That it has reached the prayer angels or the listening Mind of God. Lack of confidence in our ability to pray as individuals or as a group does afflict most everybody from time to time. One result of this is that attendance of church is diminishing in America and Europe.

Prayers Help Angels takes a different approach. It sidesteps telepathic communion and utilizes spirit laws that govern the earth and astral heaven worlds—laws that are automatic, and always function, just as physics functions in our world.

Telepathic communication is like a radio broadcast tower. If the tower has a tremendous amount of power routing to it, the broadcast signal is proportionally strong and reaches long distances with clarity. If the tower's electrical power is low, the broadcast field is very short, weak and fuzzy. Even strong telepathists rarely achieve the level of mind projections and focus necessary to penetrate the refined regions of the angel people and archangels, and attempting to target individuals or groups of angelic beings is very difficult. Factor in astrological and psychic conditions that are daily changing like psychic weather between the physical Earth and rarified astral abodes, the chances of prayer effectively reaching the right angel people in the right location are minimal.
Because praying mentally or both mentally/vocally can bring us solace and a unique sense of well-being and pleasure, the assumption is strong that the content of the prayer is reaching its destination of place and recipient. In reality though, our prayers may go no further than levels of astral constructs integrated to Earth, and these are not who or where we want to reach. This is why metaphysical cultures that possessed writing and combustible writing materials developed the art or science of prayer burning—writing the prayer descriptively and burning it in a sanctified space that directly connects to areas in the high astral where angels and archangels specially skilled in prayer work may receive the written prayer intact and clear.

Fire is one of the most powerful, elemental forces in our physical matter universe. It is a high energy state of energy and matter known as a plasma, or free electron state. Conversely, fire is also an extremely powerful energy state in the astral planes, and it is an energy bridge between the two world spheres of Earth and astral. The astral plane people can easily see fire in our physical world. The angel people use candle and lamp fire as magnetizing energies to hold their forms close to specific locales in the Earth plane. This is why candles or lamps are lit in sacred spaces.

When a written prayer is burned (and it does not matter what type of paper it is written on) in our world the paper burns down to a carbon ash. In the astral world this same written prayer appears during the burning process as a clearly readable, durable and real astral double of your prayer. The plasma burning process transmits the written document into the precise astral location where the angel people and archangels work. It appears before them taking real astral atomic form as it is burned. When the burning is complete the written prayer is fully manifested in the astral room where the angel people can then physically take the prayer, take a psychic reading of your vibration and pass your prayer onto angel people who are most familiar with or close to you as an individual.

Your prayer is read and studied, and in special circumstances, an archangel may be consulted for special counsel, or the Supreme Being—who is intimate with your spiritual soul vibration—will convey instructions and blessings. The angel people then by psychic, telepathic and astral energy means address the specifics of your prayer. The angel people work behind the scenes so to speak. They will not speak to you directly, but there will be direct and indirect signs that your prayer is being answered and worked on. The angel people will always respond to your prayer in the way that is most beneficial for your overall pattern of evolution. This means if you ask for a great windfall of wealth, the angel people may not see that as the most favorable happening in your overall pattern. They would then arrange for some other avenue of abundance for you. So, look for indications of your prayer being fulfilled, but don’t necessarily look for a full and literal expression of your prayer.

Sometimes that may occur. At other times, an appropriate alternative will manifest. Also realize that the angel people work in a different time frame than we do. Don’t look for an immediate result. Look for prayer answers that begin to develop over 2-3 days and may continue into weeks and perhaps months in cases of very complicated situations.

The final understanding of prayer burning is that it is done in a sacred space, an atmosphere of spiritually-charged and actinic energy that connects to the appropriate inner
plane place. The prayer burning is done as a ceremony by a qualified priest—a ceremony that involves bell-ringing to stretch the fabric between the earth and astral plane.